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Michael Oak
Waldorf School
WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
No. 24
4 Marlow Road Kenilworth 7708 Cape Town

Meeting Postponed
The High School Parents’
Forum meeting which was
scheduled for Tuesday 15
August has been postponed
until Tuesday 12 September
at 18h45 – 20h30.
We apologise for any
inconvenience.

Note to all Parents
Please note that parents
should not leave children -especially young children -unattended in cars parked
in the street.
Although Wilmoht and
Chatama are on duty at the
gate and at the pedestrian
crossing, they may not take
responsibility for children left
in cars while parents go into
the school on other business
or to collect older children.

Thank You!

Pyjama Day

Tel. 021 797 9728 Fax 021 797 1207

info@michaeloak.org.za

11 August 2017
www.michaeloak.org.za

INTERVIEW SERIES: Part 1

Manners
How would you describe them?
Recently the question came up at a links meeting, as to whether Michael Oak children are
well mannered enough. Then a deeper question came up: What do we mean by “Manners”
and how do different people perceive them? I then interviewed various people from within
our school community.
In this first part of a three part series, Julia O’Leary has kindly offered to share with me her insights
and views on manners. Happy reading!
By Ilse Menck.
IM: Julia, how do you perceive manners?
JO’L: I think children and parents today have lost touch with the basic ethics of human to human
contact. One of the biggest problems is the media and also the lack of respect for the elder.
Children come in with a different consciousness. They are the wise, the all-knowing, they do what
they want, hackle against boundaries. They say, “Don’t tell me what to do. I do what I want to do”.
It’s a kind of Ego strength, but it’s not of the higher order. It’s a hardness, a hardening. If you think
about the world that they are facing -- the technology, synthetic substances, the poisons in our food
-- you see serious hardened material everywhere and the hardening that materialism brings.
IM: So chicken or egg, are you saying that the children of today need this hardness in order to cope in
our hard world? Or the world has made them hard?
JO’L: The world has made them hard from birth. You go into a supermarket, and the child is
attacked with labels, colour, lights and ….
IM: Ok, but now we’re also putting all the responsibility of manners onto the outside world.
JO’L: Yes. But manners is actually an inner quality, a respect for the other. And that is what they
have lost. It is very important that we as adults try to be role models of manners, because a child
does not come knowing. A child has to learn and they learn by imitating what they see around
them. But we as adults in ourselves have become harsh. We are also impatient and hard: “Do this…”
and “You are that…” instead of “I would like it if we just sat down and had a meal together”, where
we say grace or whatever we say to show that we are grateful for what we have received. I think
materialism has made us harsh and has taken that gratitude away.
IM: Yes. This masculine goal oriented thinking has entered our world to such a degree that it is not
balanced with the nurturing, intuitive and caring feminine. So much so that anything that has to do with
taking time, and applying our intuition and feminine nurturing space, is pointed out from the outside
world as: “This is a waste of time; we don’t have time for this. Time is money”. We are all stressed and
running, and I guess that then filters into the family life and our relationships and even in the way we
treat our children. Everything they do that is perhaps more dreamy and intuitive, is a waste of time. So I
can see how that could indirectly teach a child not to show much respect for the elder, because the elder
does not show much respect for them?

Our annual WOW! Pyjama Day
was held last Friday -see pages 2, 3, and 6.

JO’L: Yes that is true, because a young child is imitating. No matter what. And in the first seven years
of a child’s life, everything is good. So if parents do not show respect towards each other or other
adults, that is what the child then believes to be good. They don’t see anything as bad. They only see
that it is good. So the aggressions in the world are good, because that is what they saw in their first
seven years. And of course inner shock or trauma that a child has, is already making hard, and is
already causing an aggressive reaction. So the more the shock and the trauma goes into the whole
organism, later on in life the trigger might just be something like the shirt that you are wearing, it
could trigger off an aggressive reaction. It is actually that trauma that has not been dealt with.
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So, I am putting manners as an individual meeting of parent and child. And what
your standards are and what your ethics are, that is the mirror for the child. But
the world in itself has lost touch with what is respect and what is wonder. If,
during the first seven years of the child they are not introduced to wonder…. That
is what is so “wonder-full” about Waldorf education, because there is this real
wonder that the Kindergarten teacher tries to instil in the child. But already the
child has come into the world fighting. Because they have been attacked from
every aspect.
IM: So there is a subtle trauma underlying the child’s growth just from the
surrounding world itself. How do we deal with processing this trauma? Not everyone
can afford therapy and not everyone will see it as traumatising a child if you expose
him or her to a big screen movie at the age of three.
JO’L: That’s right. We have to wake up as adults. Take responsibility. We have to
see that this attack is DAMAGING. It is interesting that people do not see it this
way.
IM: No, people welcome it into their lives with open arms. This is the new
technological age, the new world! The big rage! My child has to have an I Pad,
because they must learn to be part of this world and fit in. And we must keep up with
the world!
JO’L: Yes. For instance in America they are starting, seven months old, the mother
will wear a computer on her waist that talks to the child, so that the child or baby
can learn to speak! What is happening to our world? What has happened to
human interrelation? It is a shocking world. Just from the statistics and the
difficulties that they are picking up in America now, even in the nineties of the
previous century: Where, in the past maybe 30% of children might have learning
difficulties, it had already in the nineties been noted at 70%. Only 30% of children
in America have a normal learning capacity. So this I believe is reflective of the
attack of the media.
We can see that with exposure to screens generally, there is a lot of activity
happening there; they are watching a very active thing and there are just very
slight body movements involved.
IM: There is in other words a lack of co-ordination between what your body does and
what your mind does. And so the heart is almost disconnected.
JO’L: Yes. And the will is crippled.
IM: So the crux of ‘Manners’ in our modern world… How do we go back, as parents in
the first place as showing respect for the elder and each other?
JO’L: I think that the essence, the real essence is love. And it is not a love that “I
show you all my love and I love you…” Not that kind of love, but it is that “I have
no criticism. I merely transform what I work with.” This is what Rudolf Steiner
called the Active practical love. It is non-critical. You never, ever condemn
someone for the way they are but you just be what you want them to be.
IM: It once again boils down to role modelling. And having the time to show yourself
as a role model. Would you say this is also lacking? The parent figure? Just the time to
be around the child to be a role model?
JO’L: Yes, but we also see what is bad in our child, and not what is good. And that
is where we have to place our focus. We have to focus on this higher being, this
spirit within a child. We are all spiritual beings, coming into an earthly plane. It is
the knowing that I am created out of this higher substance, and that you are too.
And so then I see who you really are. I see the other. Rather than I see what
behaviour I don’t like in the other, or in my child. And then we cut it with criticism.
Criticism is actually another very hardening thing. And all of this is shown
through the eyes. If we look with a critical eye, it is a cold eye. But if we look with
a loving eye, we are giving assurance. And I think that is what a child needs. They
need, as they are growing up, the assurance of the loving eye.
IM: But you can’t fake that eye. It has to come from a big heart space and thinking
space. But it starts actually with your heart, does it not?
JO’L: Yes. So acknowledgement: “I see you”. I think that is all I am trying to say. “I
see you and you are special”. That is the nurturing that we give. And out of that,
that inner “I see you” and “I love you” in a sense without having to be
demonstrative about it, is enough to help that child love and see the other.
IM: And that is the healing of the trauma.
JO’L: Exactly. That’s it. “I see you”.
(Please forward any comments to ilsemenck@telkomsa.net Thank you).

Application for Annual
Fee Assistance for 2018
Parents who wish to apply for fee assistance for
2018 are invited to collect a form from the school
reception or apply for an electronic version by
emailing me at pschneider@michaeloak.org.za.
These forms need to be completed in full and
returned with the supporting documentation to the
School Business Manager by Friday 25 August
2017. We are hoping to have this process
completed by the end of term 3.
It is the expectation of the Trustees that parents
who receive this assistance “give back” to the
school by participating in the various groups and
activities at Michael Oak, e.g. “Make a Difference
Group”, Library, crafting, gardening etc.
Participation in and around the school is taken
very seriously when considering applications.
Pam Schneider
School Business Manager, on behalf of the Fee
Assistance Committee

Pyjama Day
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More Notes from the
Annual General Meeting
From the Treasurer's Report:
The school's finances were reported on in detail by the
treasurer, Clive Goodchild-Brown, who concluded his remarks
by saying, "The school's finances are in good shape. Our vision
is to continue to build the reserves while growing the school
into its new position as a fully-fledged high school (in addition
to the existing junior school and kindergarten) while also
ensuring that financial stability remains intact in times when
the economic situation is quite unpredictable."
Parents who wish to see the audited financial statements
of the school can request these from Pam Schneider at
pschneider@michaeloak.org.za

Five Points from the
Diversity and Transformation Report
1. A number of racial incidents in SA schools have been exposed
by students and alumni alike in the last year. Students are
taking a much more critical and nuanced view on matters
related to diversity and transformation. Schools and classrooms
are becoming sites for some of these struggles.

2. This context represents a risk if we are under-skilled and underprepared to deal with such challenges. But it also represents an
opportunity if we are proactive and willing to create spaces for
meaningful engagement on diversity and transformation in our
school.
3. The teachers, trustees, and committed parents of the Diversity
Group and Diversity Links have contributed to creating this space in
our school, and valuable gains have been made in the last year.
These gains include the addition of diversity discourse in the
Leaflet, a space for teachers, learners and parents alike to share
their ideas, concerns and wishes for a more diverse school, direct
support to teachers on diversity issues (through the links), diversity
training for teachers, diversity in teacher training and improved
school policies that relate to diversity and transformation.
4. This is an incredibly challenging but also exciting space for our
school, one that requires us to constantly look forward. The context
around us is also rapidly changing: Our children are growing up and
their social consciousness is expanding quickly. We must ask
ourselves honestly if we possess the skills to nurture this new
cohort of young people.
5. Finally, we need to look at how we can be more responsive to
what's happening in our society, and this requires us to engage
with the question: Pedagogically where does diversity (as it relates
to gender, sexuality, religion, ability and especially race) fit into
Waldorf education?
Eitan Prince

More next week

Waldorf One World!

Pyjama Day
This is the day we have fun and collect
money for a Waldorf School in need.
Romano Kempers (Accounts) and Miss
Pandey (Primary Assistant) were asked
to be judges and they went around the
school during break-time to find the
students that stood out for them.
Primary:
Gibraeel Roberts (Class 1) – 2 tickets to Zip Zap
Thapelo Ekin (Class 5) – 2 tickets to Zip Zap
Eliyah van der Heyden (Class 1) – 4 Mercurius
crayons and a beanbag
Benjamin Lloyd-Cowley (Class 1) - 4 Mercurius
crayons and a beanbag
Eli Langenhoven Clark (Class 3) – 4 Mercurius crayons and a beanbag

High School:

A special thank you must go to:
Zip Zap Circus School for their sponsorship of the Zip Zap &
Parlotones tickets

Joshua Langenhoven Clark (Class 12) - Ticket to Zip Zap & Parlotones

Angus Tough of Mercurius SA for their donations of pencils
and crayons

Ella Heyns (Class 8) – Set of 12 Waldorf Selection Pencils

We really appreciate it!

Asha Langenhoven Clark (Class 8) – Ticket to Zip Zap & Parlotones

Taqiyah Russon (Class 12) – Set of 6 Stockmar Pencils
Francis van Zyl (Class 12) - Set of 6 Stockmar Pencils
Mention must be made of the staff that did that little bit extra to make
Pyjama Day fun:
Mrs Twine, Mr Scannell, Mev Wille and Genevieve

Our donation will go to
Khanyisa Waldorf School this year.
Thank you to all who participated!
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BOOK Review

What are You?
The Twits
by Roald Dahl

Roald Dahl had pognophobia; no wonder he wrote this
book. The Twits are two unsightly “human beings” who
love nothing more than playing practical jokes on each
other. Mr Twit has a large beard in which food leftovers
live, including a mouldy cornflake and even an entire
sardine. Mrs Twit used to be a beautiful person, but years
of thinking “ugly thoughts” has turned her beastly, and
now she even has a glass eye! She uses this eye in one of
her horrible tricks on Mr Twit. He also plays terrible tricks
on her. All of these tricks make the book hilarious and
creepy. They both love making an unsightly and utterly
disgusting dessert that they have on Wednesday nights.
For details of this and more please read the book, which is
one of Dahl's shortest tales and I give it nine out of ten.
Review by Haidr Booley Class 3

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Flowers for our Foyers
Monday 14 August

Niftagodien and Nikiforou families

Monday 21 August

Nondudule and Noordien families

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

My child has been asked this question in the 9 years of his life more than
any other child I know. He has struggled his way to finding the answer
that suits him for now. Today I am the proud mother of a transgender boy,
who knew by the time he was three that he did not fit into any of the
gender boxes available to him. He played with dolls, fought like the Avatar,
danced like Michael Jackson and strutted on imagined catwalks with
outrageous outfits, openly defying common concepts of pretty or
handsome.
But unfortunately for my child, gender identity in our society is still mostly
defined for us from birth by the culture we grow up in according to the
genitals we are born with. Growing up we learn to perform our assigned
gender role, modelled to us by our mothers or fathers, our friends and the
celebrities we most want to be like.
You probably all remember at least one moment, as a young child or
teenager, when you felt shamed or somewhat lacking for being .... just you.
Maybe you were, like me, a girl who preferred wearing men’s shirts and
fight boys instead of waiting in the garden shed to be rescued by a prince.
Maybe you were told big boys don’t cry or pink is for girls. Maybe you don’t
remember any of this, but today you still have a pretty clear understanding
of what is expected of you as a man or a woman.
This understanding of our male and female roles is mostly influenced by
the binary Western gender system. In many pre-colonial cultures
throughout the world gender identity was a not predetermined by biology
but regarded as a spiritual journey, with more than two possible outcomes.
In recent years as more and more young people openly reject stereotypical
gender roles our western approach to gender has started to shift once
again from something that we are to something that we do on a wide
spectrum of possibilities: People who reject any fixed gender roles and
may see themselves as both or a blend of male and female, identify as
gender queer; gender fluid people feel that neither male or female
describes them accurately on any given day as they might feel more
female in one moment or situation and more male in others; transgender people’s identity commonly does not correspond with their
biological gender markers; and even cis-gender people, whose personal
gender identity corresponds with their “birth-sex”, can at different times in
their lives or even in different situations feel more “male” or “female”. (And
none of this has anything to do with people’s sexual orientation – which is
another column for another day.)
We all exist on a widening and shifting spectrum of gender identity, and as
children we still love to experiment, before we are taught to suppress all
those wonderfully weird parts that don’t seem to fit any of the boxes. And
to learn from our non-confirming children and experiment a little more
with how we express who we truly are while staying curious and open
hearted about “the other” may even help us grow individually and as a
community of humans.
Martina Dahlmanns
Questions about gender identity, orientation and expression are
increasingly being explored in our school and broader community. What
questions do you have? The Diversity Group invites you to join us for an
interactive presentation on Gender by Sharon Cox from the Triangle
Project next Thursday 17th August at 7.30pm in the school hall. Join us!
To our growing consciousness. Love – the Diversity Group
Send us your thoughts, to michaeloakdiversity@gmail.com
This is an opinion column. Views expressed here are of the individual/s who wrote the article
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White Water Winner
Camdyn Kellett of Class 11 took part in the
Ash River Festival last weekend. This is a
white water kayaking festival held on the Ash
River near Clarence in the Free State. He took
part in the downriver kayak and SUP races
and took first place in the Junior Kayak
category and third place in the Open SUP
category.

The Santa Shoebox Project
Last year we pledged over 120 boxes and this year we hope to do more.
Please follow the link below to sign up as part of Michael Oak. We will
receive the details from Santa Shoebox and pass them onto you.

Link: https://goo.gl/forms/

Please support our IPMT for AFRICA 2017!
Follow the link : https://addabit.com/fund/ipmt.africa2017
We are raising funds for our International Postgraduate Medical
Training (IPMT) in South Africa - the international course leading to
certification as a Doctor of Anthroposophic Medicine.
Our mission is to raise money to host representative from all over
Africa to participate in our IPMT 5 module, where we will have the
opportunity to join and unite in how to address the unique needs in
the healing and raising of consciousness of the African Continent
within the sphere of Anthroposophical Medicine.
With your support, this major event can become possible.

For more information, please contact
Julia O’Leary 076 904 7632
or Galina Kotzuba 076 882 2838

Michael Oak TERM DATES 2018
The 2018 term dates (set by the Southern African
Federation of Waldorf Schools) are:
Term 1 – Tues 23 January to Tues 20 March
Term 2 – Monday 9 April to Friday 22 June
Term 3 – Monday 16 July to Friday 21 Sept.
Term 4 – Monday 8 October to Friday 7 Dec.
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Pyjama Day
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Michael Oak Calendar
NB: Class Parents’ Meetings are usually at 7.30pm

Monday

Tuesday

::: PG Playgroup :::

Wednesday

2017
KG Kindergarten :::

Thursday

PS Primary School

:::

Friday
11

AUGUST

HS High School

Saturday

Sunday

12

13

19

20

Class 10 High School
Dance

14

15

16

17

Class 3 Parents Meet

Class 9 Parents Meet

21

22

23

Class 5&6 Parents Meet

28

29

24
PG Parents Meet

30

4

5

6

11
18

13

High School Forum

19

25

26

1 SEPTEMBER 2

3

8

10

14

9
Class 12
Secondhand Sale

15

16

Class 12 Parents Meet

20

27

Federation Assessments PIP Talk 10am - 12pm

Trustee, College & Fincom
Budget Meeting

Links Meeting

12

Class 4 Parents Meet

Craft Workshops

Class 6 Parents Meeting

7

Diversity Links 6.30-7.30pm
Diversity Group 7.30-9.30pm

Combined Colleges meet
3pm to 6pm

31

KG Parents Meet 7.30pm

18

Gender Evening
7.30pm in main Hall.
see advert on page 4

Trustees

17

Craft Workshops

21

22

23

24

PS Festival
KG Festival 8am - 12.30pm

25
2
9

26
3
10

TERM 4 STARTS
Class 12 Projects

16

27
4
11

Class 12 Projects

17
Class 12 Dinner

23

29
6
13

Class 12 Projects

19

20

1 OCTOBER
8
15

30
7
14

Matric Valedictory

Links Meeting

24

Matric Art Moderation

28
5
12

18

Heritage Day

TERM 3 ENDS

Craft Workshops

21

22

Craft Workshops

25

26

27

Trustees meet

28

29

2017
FAIR

The Power of Purpose
Take aim at the life you really want
This interactive course will help you to articulate your intentions for all aspects of
your life, and empower you to create the results you choose.

Develop the life goals that matter most to you
Get practical tools to support your professional and personal purposes. These help you
define what is truly important in your life, discover the obstacles in your way,
and the resources that you already have to overcome them.

Run over six 3 hour weekly sessions, this course also offers:
Audio materials to deepen your practice during & after the course
Inspire Purpose cards
A free Clarity4D personality profile (10 pages)
Course Certificate

------------------Dates:
Wednesday evenings 6/13/20/27 Sept & 4/11 Oct (all 18h00-21h00)
Venue:
TBA (Southern Suburbs)
Investment: R1,800 per person. Payment options on request.
Early bird 10% discount before end Aug.
For further information and to book contact
Rob 084-581-1248 rob.colour360@gmail.com
or Zoë 084-814-0938 zvresearch@gmail.com

Training facilitators:
Rob McLeod: International Facilitator, Course
Designer & Life Coach (& Michael Oak parent)
Zoë Visser: Mentor & Climate Change Research
Manager (and Michael Oakie)
Together Rob & Zoë have >25 years of local and
international professional experience. They’ve
enjoyed a close personal support partnership for
the last 6 years, focussed on realising their own
personal & professional goals.
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High Adventure
082 4375145 ross@highadventure.co.za
www.highadventure.co.za

Rock Climbing Club for Children
What
High Adventure offers, through facilitating a Climbing Club, the
opportunity for children to do rock climbing and abseiling on a regular,
weekly basis during term time. This works out to be an average of 8 or 9
sessions per term. Children who have joined the climbing club get access to
the personal and group equipment that is needed, they are expertly
supervised doing these activities to ensure a fun and safe experience, and get
encouragement, advice, training and ongoing coaching.
When
The sessions are on Tuesdays from 3 – 5.30 pm. It is useful to have
the children arriving at the relevant parking/ meeting place about 10 minutes
before the start of the session, if possible, and we normally get back to the
meeting point about 15 minutes after the end of the session.
Where
We use a range of accessible ‘single-pitch’ crags (small cliffs), mostly
in the central Peninsula area (Lakeside, Silvermine, Eagle’s Nest above
Constantia Neck, Glencoe/ Higgovale Quarry), unless the weather is bad (cold,
wet and windy), in which case we make use of the City Rock Gym in
Observatory.
Who
Children from the age of 8 can be signed up for this. No prior
experience is necessary, nor is ownership of any specialised equipment
required. Children need to be able and willing to do some mountain walking
to access the crags. Obviously, they also need to have an interest in and
desire to do rock climbing and abseiling!
Transport We meet at designated meeting points near the crags for each
session. Transport for the children needs to be arranged and, ideally,
provided by the parents. A lift club system is recommended. I can lift a limited
number of children from Michael Oak, if needs be.

Due to Popular Request
there is a Replay of

Movie Night

“Broken Silence”
Swiss full length movie, 1995
Well dubbed in English, 1h 46min
A Carthusian monk, Fried Adelphi, dedicated to silence and meditation for the
last 25 years, tells his story (to priest, Michael Moriarty, in a minor role). His order
had sent him to Indonesia to request the extension of their cloister's lease. En
route to Jakarta, he experiences claustrophobia and de-planes in New Delhi,
India. Without contacts or any worldly knowledge, he fortunately is reunited with
his fellow passenger, Ashaela, a street-wise woman from the Bronx. Together
they travel to Jakarta and on the way each help one another learn about the very
many aspects of “life”!
This is a Fund raising event for the IPMT (International Post-Graduate Medical
Training led by the Medical Section) event to be held in SA in October…in order to
sponsor delegates from all over the African continent to attend.

Friday evening 18 August, 7.30 pm.
Sophia House, 18 Firfield Rd. Plumstead
Cost R40 per person, with hot spiced juice for sale

Contact
Should you, as parents, be interested in finding out more, or
signing your child/ren up for this climbing club, please contact me, Ross Suter
on 082 437 5145, or ross@highadventure.co.za. To those who express an
interest I will send, as email attachments, enrolment forms and the
programme for the term, that includes info regarding cost and payment for
fees.
I look forward to hearing from you, to meeting you and introducing your
children to the fun and exciting world of climbing and abseiling at accessible
rock faces in the mountains.
Ross Suter

Opinions in this newsletter belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za Editor Charles Abbott.
To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please e-mail to cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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Hermanus Waldorf School
CLASS 4 TEACHER
Hermanus Waldorf School, situated in Sandbaai, is looking for a Class 4
Teacher to start 1 September 2017. The successful applicant must be:•
•
•
•
•

A Senior Primary qualified School Teacher
SACE registered
Prepared to undergo further training in Waldorf methods and curriculum
Have an enthusiastic, energetic and creative approach to teaching children
Self-motivated and have the ability to work as part of a team
Applications can be sent by:
Email: info@hermanuswaldorf.co.za
Fax: 086 247 4279
Only SACE registered and appropriate candidates will be contacted
CLOSING DATE: 15/08/2017

Middle School Sciences Teacher
Mooiplaats, Pretoria

We are seeking an innovative and suitably qualified Middle School teacher to join
our College of Teachers. The position will involve teaching grade 7 to 9 students
Natural Science and Social Science Main Lessons, as well as some additional
Technology and Life Orientation lessons.
A hardworking and enthusiastic teaching professional with excellent subject
knowledge and a sound understanding of the Waldorf curriculum, or willingness
to be mentored in Waldorf Education will enjoy working in this dynamic
environment.
The applicant will be a motivated individual with a keen interest in encouraging
and inspiring students to love learning and make the field of Science come alive
in the classroom.
Suitable candidates will:
• have a BEd (specialising in Natural Sciences) or a BSc and PGCE qualification
• be SACE-registered
• commit to ongoing training in Waldorf education

Class 1 Plus Xhosa Subject Teacher Required
Dassenberg Waldorf School seeks a suitably qualified Waldorf teacher to
commence work as soon as possible.
The successful applicant must meet the following criteria:

Please submit your curriculum vitae, a cover letter with a brief motivation why
you choose to be a Waldorf educator and three references by email to:
Zelde Rischmüller, Business Manager, info@thewaldorfschool.co.za

Business Cards Wanted!

Be fluent in English as well as Xhosa
Have appropriate academic qualifications, with SACE registration
Be willing to adapt to the ethos of Waldorf Education
Be creative, innovative and enthusiastic and display a definite willingness
to adapt easily to various situations
Have a real interest in children and their development
Kindly submit your CV and Motivational Letter detailing your experience
and qualifications as a (Waldorf) Teacher.
SAXONWOLD ROAD Tel: 021 572 1105,
Fax No: 021 572 2175 – Fax No: 086 538 8015
P.O. Box 1714 Dassenberg 7350
info@dassenbergwaldorf.org.za

ADVERTISEMENTS:
Donations for
Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers
are expected to offer a
contribution towards our Bursary
Fund.
There is a Donations box at
Reception for a donation of your
choice. Alternatively please use the
bank account details below for an
EFT transfer:
Standard Bank, Branch code:
025109. Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name: Michael Oak School
Fundraising.
Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Please note that all adverts
(classifieds or display) will only
be published in the Leaflet
for a maximum of 3 insertions
per term.

Dear Parents, A huge thank you to the parents who have already
donated unusable business cards for our maths project! Our
stock is growing... We need 3000 of them to complete the project,
so I'm still asking! Derina

